The Crystal

Helping bring your teaching to life:
A great teaching & learning resource available to
our academics & students free of charge.
Utilise the award-winning Crystal exhibition.
The University has been offered by Siemens’ The Crystal exhibition space to our academics and students to learn about innovative technologies and systems that can enable cities in the
future to be successful and sustainable.
The Crystal is an award winning space that’s home to the world's largest exhibition on the future of cities. It is also one of the world's most sustainable
buildings, achieving BREEAM Outstanding and LEED Platinum. It showcases a
wide range of technologies and ideas and solutions to many of the challenges
cities are and increasingly will face in the future. Many of the exhibits are
interactive, audio-visual and appropriate to learning for under and postgraduate students. Siemens staff are available to talk about some of their key technology areas providing real-life perspectives for our students.
The exhibitions illustrate the relationships between many areas specific to
the disciplines that we teach for example: engineering, electronics, business,
transport, computing, architecture, building services, sociology, psychology,
education, health, science, politics, etc.
In addition to free entry to the exhibition space for staff and students, staff
can utilise a small lecture theatre (lecture style seating approx. 50) with AV.
This is also provided at no charge. The only charge is for the provision of a
guide (£30 per group of up to 20 visitors) who can explain the space and its
exhibits.
The Crystal is located a minutes walk from the Emirates Airline Royal Docks
terminal and a five minute walk from the Royal Victoria DLR Station. For reference the Crystal is 40 mins by public transport from Greenwich Maritime and
55 minutes from Mansion Site. Journeys from Medway can utilise the intercampus buses with London Transport connections, alternatively for bespoke
travel options contact the University’s Transport Office (travel@gre.ac.uk).

For information about the exhibition click here for The Crystal website. To
arrange a visit please contact: education@thecrystal.org or contact Simon
Goldsmith, Head of Sustainability, gs15@gre.ac.uk to see how to integrate
learning opportunities around sustainability at the exhibit or generally within
your curriculum and visit the University’s Sustainability website.
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